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Biblioscholar Mrz 2013, 2013. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 246x189x7 mm. This item is printed
on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - The propellant combination that offers optimum
performance is very reactive with a low average molecular weight of the resulting combustion
products. Propellant combinations such as oxygen and hydrogen meet the above criteria, however,
the propellants in gaseous form require large propellant tanks due to the low density of gas. Thus,
rocketry employs cryogenic refrigeration to provide a more dense propellant stored as a liquid. In
addition to propellant liquefaction, cryogenic refrigeration can also conserve propellant and
provide propellant subcooling and propellant densification. Previous studies analyzed vapor
conditioning of a cryogenic propellant, with the vapor conditioning by either a heat exchanger
position in the vapor or by using the vapor in a refrigeration cycle as the working fluid. This study
analyzes the effects of refrigeration heat exchanger located in the liquid of the common propellant
oxidizer, liquid oxygen. This study predicted and determined the mass condensation rate and heat
transfer coefficient for liquid oxygen. 110 pp. Englisch.
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I just started reading this article pdf. it was actually writtern very properly and useful. You wont really feel monotony at whenever you want of your
respective time (that's what catalogs are for relating to in the event you question me).
-- B r a ndt K oss III--  B r a ndt K oss III

Here is the best ebook we have read through right up until now. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this written e pdf. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Etha  Pollich-- Etha  Pollich
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